IDEAS FOR IMPROVING LEARNING OUTCOMES
HOW BRIGHTSPACE CAN HELP
Evaluate Sessions and Win!

- Download and open OLC Conferences mobile app
- Navigate to specific session to evaluate
- Select “Evaluate Session” on session details screen (located under session type and track)
- Complete session evaluation*

*Each session evaluation completed (limited to one per session) = one contest entry

Five (5) $25 gift cards will be awarded to five (5) individuals
Must submit evals using the OLC Conferences mobile app or website
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Reach every learner
Improve Learning Outcomes with:

Smart rules & Smart tools
Ideas for Improving Learning Outcomes

- Personalized learning experience = Replace Strings
- Individualized learning paths = Release conditions
- Granular Learning Outcome tracking = Competency tool
- Timely feedback and prompts = Intelligent Agents
Ideas for Improving Learning Outcomes

• Feedback in context = Inline Annotations
• Rich detailed information sharing = Audio and Video feedback in announcements, assignments, discussions, and more...
• Data = Reporting Dashboards - Class Progress, User Progress
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